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Potential Buyers of Whole Foods Site Pitch 
Proposals to Neighbors 

 
Many Upset that Heath Foods Store Not a Finalist 

 
 On May 19 
members of senior 
management of 
W h o l e  F o o d s 
Markets, a publicly 
traded company 
with 170 stores, 
32,000 employees 
and $4 billion in 
sales, presented to 
the people of Faubourg St. John the final two bidders for 
the purchase of its Esplanade Avenue store, fulfilling a 
promise that the Austin grocer made to the 
neighborhood earlier in the year when it was 
announced that the store would be shuttered and the 
property sold.  
 
 Over 125 people attended the meeting, which 
was held in the Cabrini High School cafeteria. This was 
the third public meeting on the Whole Foods issue. The 
first two were sponsored by an independent task force 
and took place at Holy Rosary. 
 
 The meeting was chaired by Mark Dixon, a 
regional president for Whole Foods Market.  Other 
executives were also present, presumably because the 
new Whole Foods in Metairie was opening the same 
week as the meeting at Cabrini. 
 

(Continued on page 6 ) 

Moving Bridges 
 

Photo of Harding 
Bridge When it Was 

at Esplanade  
 

Article on Page  8. 

Olga Residents 
Continue to Have 

Concerns Regarding 
Tyler’s Bar 
__________ 

 
 Two months ago 
Tyler’s Beer Garden 
agreed to take steps that 
would address many of 
the concerns its Olga 
neighbors had about the 
bar’s operations. How-
ever, according to 
neighbors, the situation 
has not improved, and in 
some ways has even got-
ten worse.   
 
 Complaints have 
been filed with the City 
and a hearing on the mat-
ter is expected in June. 

(Continued on top of page 2) 
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[From Page One] 

 The agreement, which was negotiated with the help of Councilman Jay Batt’s 
office, was executed on March 8.  The three page document places upon the bar’s 
management the responsibility of “understanding that Tyler’s is located in a residen-
tial area and therefore should accommodate the basic quality of life needs of its 
neighbors.” Of particular interest to its neighbors on Olga is the noise and litter that 
the bar and its patrons produce. Both matters were addressed in the agreement, but, 
according to neighbors, both remain problems. 
 
 Lot sizes are small on Olga and most of the homes do not have driveways. The 
street is one of the narrowest in Parkview and most of the homes do not have signifi-
cant setbacks.  The house immediately next to Tyler’s on the even numbered side of 
Olga has only an alleyway between it and the bar.  At night neighbors say that the 
noise from within the bar and the noise of the bar’s patrons sometimes make sleeping 
impossible. 
 
 The problems between Tyler’s and the Olga residents began prior to the Park-
view Neighborhood Association’s formation.  Olga residents sought assistance from 
the Faubourg St. John Neighborhood Association, which has been involved with the 
matter for many years.  On May 16 a member of that neighborhood association’s zon-
ing committee wrote a letter to the City Attorney’s office outlining the organization’s 
understanding of the issues.  The letter concluded by saying that none of the issues 
have been resolved and that “it appears the only way to control the problem is to re-
voke the ability of Tyler’s to sell alcohol.” ■ 

(Continued from page 1) 

May Wedding on Harding Bridge Seats 144 Guests 
 
 On Saturday May 28 a civil wedding 
took place on the Harding Bridge. While many 
such events have occurred on the Bridge, this 
was the most elaborate wedding that anyone 
could recall.  Plastic folding chairs for 144 
guests were arranged in equal numbers on two 
sides of the canopied area where the couple 
took their vows.  A long white aisle runner was 
rolled out through the center. 
 
 The groom, who did much of the setup 
himself, said that he lived in Faubourg St. John. Asked why he decided to have his 
wedding on the Bridge, he said that he had proposed to his fiancée on the Bridge. The 
reception took place in City Park.  ■ 
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Problems Reported By Members 
 
NOTE:  If you have a problem to report that you’d like for the Association to take ac-
tion on, please let us know either at 483-0733 or marktullis@bellsouth.net.  
DATE  
PROB-
LEM 
RE-
PORTED 

DESCRIPTION OF   
PROBLEM 

STATUS 
OF RESOLUTION 

Feb. 2003 Parking of vehicles on the banks of 
the Bayou, especially near the 
Magnolia Gardens/Harding 
Bridge. 

The Association has exhausted nearly all options in try-
ing to discourage vehicles from parking on the Bayou. 
The next step is to work with the City in erecting gran-
ite curbing to physically prevent vehicles from parking 
on the Bayou. 

March 
2003 

Roosevelt.  Automobiles parked 
improperly make it difficult for 
large emergency vehicles to travel 
down the street. 

Ideas needed by members on how to address this prob-
lem.  Another Roosevelt resident has recently brought 
this matter to the Association’s attention.  More mem-
bers from Roosevelt are needed. 

June 2004 Improper parking on Dumaine 
near Carrollton making entering 
and exiting driveways difficult. 

All members who need or desire street marking will be 
contacted.  Board is embarking on a project to ask the 
City to strip areas around driveways to give guidance 
to drivers. This will be included in the parking and traf-
fic master plan. 

Oct. 2004 Commercial flyers being placed on 
doors, creating litter. 

Businesses are contacted, asking them to patrol areas to 
look for litter. 

Oct. 2004 Condition of street on St. John 
Court 

Will target this as a street to repair after Olga and 
Picheloup work is completed. 

Oct. 2004 Empty lot on Moss and St. John 
Court needs attention 

Owner responded to complaints and said that the lot 
will be attended to. 

Jan. 2005 Speeding on Harding Drive  

 [Parkview Problems] 

Last Call for Membership Dues 
 

If You Haven’t Paid Yet, Please Do So 
 

Mail Dues to P.O. Box 791577, N.O., LA 70179 
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EDITORIAL 
 
 FSJNA and Churchill Downs 
 
 If you ever wondered why neighborhood associa-
tions are important, you need only to look across Bayou St. 
John to the Faubourg St. John Neighborhood Association 
(FSJNA) and its two year battle over the Fair Grounds slots 
issue.   
 
 When Fair Grounds decided in 2003 that it would 
seek voter approval to house slot machines on its property, 
the FSJNA, with little time and with  little money, 
mounted a strong opposition to the proposal.  Although 
Orleans Parish voters did approve the measure, the oppo-
sition that FSJNA put together was responsible for the ma-
jority of the voters in most precincts surrounding Fair 
Grounds to vote against slot machines.   
 
 The next step by the FSJNA Board showed its lead-
ership and experience.  The Board knew that the real battle 
would be over the now Churchill Downs-owned track’s 
request for the zoning variances and permits necessary to 
operate the slot machines.  While some neighbors took a 
hard-line stance on the slot issue, wanting to pretend that 
despite voter approval that slots would not come to the 
Gentilly track, the Board wisely opted to accept slots and 
instead work on issues of hours of operation and security.  
This negotiation strategy seems to have paid off, as Chur-
chill Downs has backed down from its position of wanting 
a 24 hour a day operating schedule. 
 
 In time of crisis the leadership of FSJNA has been 
criticized by some for being too insular and too willing to 
negotiate with City Hall. This is an unfair comment.  Any 
organization that wishes to be successful must cultivate 
stable relationships with municipal officials.   
 
 We are fortunate in Parkview to not live in the 
midst of controversy.  Much of Parkview is residential and 
by being so we avoid many of the zoning issues that pit 
businesses and residents in constant battles. However, we 
can learn from watching, and the classroom across the 
Bayou is a fine university. 

[Parkview Opinion] 

LETTERS 
 
Dear Editor: 
  
 Like many of you, I 
regularly walk and jog 
around Bayou St John 
with the assumption that 
it is safe. Please be aware 
that this may not always 
be the case. 
 
 On Sunday morn-
ing, May 8, 2005, while 
walking my leashed dog 
on the bayou, two large 
dogs, each approximately 
115 to 120 pounds, at-
tacked, unprovoked, from 
behind, pinning my dog 
down and biting her sev-
eral times. The dogs were 
either Akitas or Mala-
mutes, gray, white and 
black in color. Despite be-
ing leashed and on pinch 
collars, the woman walk-
ing these dogs was unable 
to properly control them. 
Even more troublesome, 
is the woman did not 
seem to grasp the reality 
that her dogs are aggres-
sive and out of her proper 
control.  
 
 My dog is large 
enough, a 90 pound Fox-
hound, that these dogs 
could not get a good grip 
on her. She was able to 

(Continued on bottom of next  page ) 
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 [Parkview News] 

Cabrini High School President Addresses Bayou Parking Problems 
“We’ve Done All We Can Do” 

____________ 
  
 The President of Cabrini High School, Ardley R. Hanemann, Jr., speaking at the 
May 9 meeting of the Faubourg St. John Neighborhood Association, said that the high 
school is powerless in stopping parents and others who illegally park on the banks of 
the Bayou each afternoon to pick up students.  
 
 The president’s comments came in response to questions about parking and 
traffic problems associated with Cabrini.   
 
 Mr. Hanemann said that the school has done all that it can to inform parents 
that they are not to park on the Bayou. He said that the school sends notices to parents 
on the subject letting them know that the school does not approve or condone this ille-
gal parking. Mr. Hanemann recommended that the City be called to ticket the offend-
ers.  Members in the audience responded that they do call but that the City refuses to 
come and write citations. 
 
 This position by Cabrini has remained consistent.  In 2003 the then president, 
Frances Dee Tarantino, spoke on this issue at the Parkview Neighborhood Association,  
saying very much the same thing as Mr. Hanemann did on May 9.  Interestingly, both 
presidents pointed out that this is a city-wide problem.   
 
 Mr. Hanemann said that he will be glad to work with the neighborhood regard-
ing issues of concern, and he expects to attend or have a representative present at 
every meeting of the Faubourg St. John Neighborhood Association. 
 
 Regarding traffic in the afternoon, Mr. Hanermann said that a police officer has 
been hired to help with traffic flow on both Esplanade and Moss. ■ 

escape with only puncture wounds, but I worry that a smaller dog or even a child 
could be gripped in these dogs' mouths, overtaken, and be seriously injured.  
 
 Please be aware as you enjoy your walks around the bayou. 
 
 Sincerely, 
 
 Rachel Smith 
 Harding Drive 

(Continued from page 4) 
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[Parkview News] 

 The two finalists are Matassas Market and Lakeview Fine Foods.   Also present 
at the meeting was Mike Zarou, owner of All Natural Foods, who was one of the 
original bidders on the property.  Members of the Terranova family, who operate 
Terranova Bros. Suprette directly across from the Whole Foods site, were also present. 
 
 Cosimo Matassa, who is the owner of Matassas Market, spoke first. He 
explained that his family has been in the grocery business for generations and that the 
reason that they have been successful is that they give the customer what they want. 
He said, “Tell me what you want; I’ll get it.”  He even pointed out that he’ll receive for 
his customers UPS and FedEx packages at his store. He’ll also deliver at no charge.  
Asked about whether he would need to have 18 wheeler tractor trailers coming into 
the neighborhood, Mr. Matassa said that he already has experience with a small 
business in a historic district (his other location is in the French Quarter) and has an 
offsite warehouse that he uses to unload the 19 wheelers. 
 
 Charles Ciaccio, who is the owner of Lakeview Fine Foods, started his 
presentation by letting people know that he has deep roots in the Bayou community. 
Many of his family members were present, including a brother who lives in Parkview.  
He proceeded to read through a list of all of the organic produce that he plans on 
carrying.  He also said that he has walked through the store location and knows 
exactly what changes he would make to the interior.  He said that the store would 
reflect the neighborhood, including the name.  Asked about competition with 
Terranova’s, Mr. Ciaccio said that he plans to co-exist with Terranova’s, much as 
Whole Foods did. 
 
 Some members of the audience questioned the Whole Foods company 
representatives about the selection process, including asking particular questions 
about the bid of Mike Zarou of All Natural Foods.  Others openly said that they 
weren’t satisfied with either of the finalists and wanted the process to be reopened to 
bidding.   
 
 The Whole Foods representatives responded by saying that it was their 
understanding from all of the e-mail that they had received that the neighborhood 
wanted a grocery store and that is exactly what they shall receive.  Someone even 
suggested that the property belonged to Whole Foods, and that therefore Whole Foods 
could sell the site to whomever it wanted. 
 
 According to Whole Foods, the decision regarding whose bid is accepted will be 
made by the end of May. ■ 
   
 

(Continued from page 1) 
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 [Parkview History] 

Prior to It Being Moved to Harding Drive, Bridge Served Esplanade Av.; 
Early Photo at UNO Archives Shows Very Different Bayou 

 
 The bridge that is currently fixed at Harding Drive was moved to that location 
from Esplanade Avenue, which received a newer, modern lift bridge.  While this 
change of location for the bridge has never been disputed, good photos of the bridge 
when it was at Esplanade are difficult to find.   
 
 The best photo available is the one below, which was taken by Frank B. Moore.  
The negative for this photo is located at UNO’s Library. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The photo, which was likely taken in 1907, was shot by the photographer look-
ing towards the Lake.  The large building that is at the left end of the bridge is the 
clubhouse of the New Orleans County Club, which was built in City Park in 1904 and 
burned to the ground in 1914.   
 
 While much research has been done on this bridge the date that it was origi-
nally fixed at Esplanade Avenue has not been determined, although it was clearly in 
the 19th century since the first streetcars crossed the Bayou at Esplanade in 1897. 
 
 The 100th anniversary of the bridge’s removal from Esplanade to Harding will 
be celebrated in a few years. ■ 
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[Parkview  History] 

Important 19th Century Map of New Orleans Now On-Line 
 
 Robinson’s Atlas of the City of New Orleans, Louisiana, which was published in 
1883 but which shows what the city’s building stock looked like in the 1870’s, has long 
been one of the most important resources for local historians.  However, because cop-
ies of the atlas are so rare, the best that most researchers could do was to view a black 
a white microfilmed copy of the maps.    
 
 Now, New Orleans Notarial Archives has made available on-line at its site, 
www.notarialarchives.org, a digitized colored copy of all 30 sheets of this atlas.  The 
introduction to the maps gives a brief history of them: 
 

 Originally created for the use of insurance companies, Robinson’s At-
las is now a rich source of information for wide variety of researchers. Indi-
viduals tracing the history of their homes, workplaces, and neighborhoods find 
a wealth of helpful visual detail in Robinson’s Atlas, including important 
clues to former street addresses. 
 
 The maps indicate existing lots, buildings, and geographic landmarks. 
The color pink represents brick buildings, and yellow signifies wooden struc-
tures. Printed street names are contemporaneous to publication; hand-written 
name changes were added at a later date. Street addresses predate the current 
system, adopted by New Orleans in the early 1890’s. 

 
 The map at 
r i g h t  s h o w s 
Faubourg Pontchar-
train, the area be-
tween Grand Route 
St. John and Fair 
Grounds.  Some of 
the street names have 
been changed: En-
campment is now Lo-
pez, and Florida is 
now Ponce de Leon.  
The large building 
near the upper left 
hand corner is the 
Jockey Club (or 
Luling Mansion). The two wings of the building were removed when Leda and Verna 

(Continued on page 9) 
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 [Parkview History] 

were developed.  The dotted line on 
Grand Route St. John is a streetcar 
track, which in this case was the 
Bayou St. John line. The numbers 
represent the square numbers, as 
designated by surveyors.   
 
 For research after the 1870’s 
the Sanborn Fire Insurance maps are 
most useful, and they too are on-line 
through the New Orleans Public Li-
brary’s site.  
 
 The map at right is a Sanborn 
map from 1896. It shows some of the 
same area as the Robinson Atlas did  
twenty years earlier.  These maps are 
much more detailed than the Robin-
son’s and these details are difficult to 
see unless looking at very small sec-
tions of the maps that are then enlarged. The shapes of the buildings are very clear, as 
well as the position of the buildings on the lots.  Street address numbers are also 
given. 
 
 Each sheet of the Robinson  Atlas measures 18” X 28” and are quite suitable for 
framing. Although they are scarce, sheets have been known to come up for auction.  A 
few years ago The New Orleans Auction Company offered a number of sheets for 
sale. 
 
 As more institutions and archives receive grant money to digitize their collec-
tions and to put them on-line, more maps will become available.  The Library of Con-
gress, through its American Memory series has an ongoing map program.  Both the 
University of Alabama and the University of Georgia have impressive map collections 
that are now on-line.  However, many libraries and archives are nonetheless reluctant 
to put their collections on-line, out of fear that what was once a major source of attrac-
tion for visitors to these archives, will become something that will be too readily avail-
able on-line. And then there is the problem of mass commercial duplication.  On eBay 
and other sites one can buy for just a few dollars CD’s that have hundreds of map im-
ages.   ■ 

(Continued from page 8) 
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[Parkview Books] 

Book Review:   
Louisiana Architecture: 1820-1840 
 
 Unfortunately, most interest in Louisiana architecture is focused either on the 
New Orleans area or on the plantations of River Road, and, consequently, most of the 
books that are published on the State’s architecture cover those two areas.  Fred Daspit 
and the Center for Louisiana Studies are successfully trying to broaden our interests. 
 
 Louisiana Architecture: 1820-1840 (Center for Louisiana Studies; 2005) is the sec-
ond volume in an anticipated three volume series by retired University of Southwest 
Louisiana professor Fred Daspit.  Like the first volume, which covered the State’s colo-
nial period, Daspit shows the reader that not only is there much more to the State than 
New Orleans and Oak Alley, but that even in the smallest of towns and hamlets one 
can find examples of elegant architecture that should make everyone in the State 
proud. 
 
 This 394 page volume, which is divided into two halves, the 1820’s and 1830’s,  
goes region by region, parish by parish, pointing out significant buildings, most all of 
which are extant.   Many of the buildings are represented by photographs or line 
drawings. In some cases floor plans are included as well. 
 
 Only one Bayou area home is mentioned in this volume, and it is the Holy Ro-
sary Rectory, referred to here as the Evariste Blanc House, which was built in 1834: 
 

 This large plantation house is two stories in height with six brick Tuscan 
columns supporting the front gallery and six turned Tuscan colonnettes support-
ing a shallow entablature.  The hipped roof is broken by two front dormers with 
pilasters and arched windows, four symmetrically placed chimneys, and a rectan-
gular widow’s walk at the peak. The shallow cantilevered side galleries are cur-
rently supported by slender iron rods set between the gallery floor and roof.  Three 
side elevation windows on the first level are double-hung; two French doors open-
ing onto the side gallery from the second floor are shuttered and transomed. Five 
bays open onto each of the front galleries; all four of the French doors opening 
from the side chambers are shuttered and have transoms. Central entrances on 
both levels have sidelights divided form the main doorway by slender Ionic col-
umns supporting an entablature and fine fanlights. The rear gallery; partially en-
closed, is attached to a galleried ell having three columns on each level identical to 
those on the main house. A central entrance on the upper level has sidelights and 
a shallow fanlight. 

 
 As should be obvious from the description of the Holy Rosary rectory, Daspit’s 

(Continued on page 11) 
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 [Parkview Books] 

series is very different from the celebrated Friends of the Cabildo’s New Orleans Archi-
tecture series.  While both series explore domestic architecture, they do so with differ-
ent readers in mind.  The New Orleans Architecture volumes are lush, containing color 
photographs, architectural drawings, paintings that were used to advertise properties 
in the mid-19th century, historical photographs from guidebooks, and maps. The 
Daspit books have none of these luxuries.  Every photo in the book is a black and 
white contemporary photo of a building, with most of these taken either by Daspit or 
by one of his students.  The text tends to be very matter of fact and has few outside ref-
erences.  The very plain maps at the end are meant only to show you how to locate 
these buildings. 
  
 While the glossary is much appreciated, the bibliography lacks some recent lo-
cal architecture reference books, such as Louisiana Buildings, 1720-1940 and Buildings of 
Louisiana, that one would reasonably expect to be included. 
 
 The first volume of this series went out of print quickly, and for good reason  
the same is expected for this second volume.  Louisiana may be a small and poor state, 
but no state in this country continues to have its architecture so well documented and 
appreciated by its people. ■   

(Continued from page 10) 

Security Program Launches Web Site 
 
 The Bayou St. John Neighborhood Security Program announced that it now has 
a web site for its members’ use.  The site address is www.bayoustjohn.org. 
 
 The site includes links to NOPD, a crime blog, crime maps and a list of impor-
tant phone numbers.  The webmaster said that he will be adding additional features in 
the coming months. In the meantime members are encouraged to visit the site and to 
make suggestions regarding additions or changes to the site. 
 
 One of the best features of the site is that it will allow individuals to report 
crimes by e-mail, which will then be posted on the site for everyone to read. It is hoped 
that by sharing such information about crime the neighborhood will in turn become 
safer because neighbors will be more vigilant.  Crimes can be reported directly by e-
mailing info@bayoustjohn.org with detailed information on the incident. 
 
 The patrol area covers all of Parkview, and one half of the City Park Triangle (to 
Solomon Place).  According to the site 20% of all households are members of the pro-
gram. Dues are $80 per quarter.  If you wish to join, please visit the site. ■ 
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[Parkview History] 

Neighborhood Has Long History of Battles with Fair Grounds; 
In 1922 Demand for Streets to be Cut Through Track 

 
 As New Orleans expanded into the Gentilly area in the early 1920’s, property 
owners in Faubourg St. John feared that they would be physically cut off from this 
real estate boom because of the sheer size of the Fair Grounds property.  While those 
new residents in Gentilly had easy access to downtown via the Gentilly Road, getting 
to Esplanade Avenue near the Bayou proved difficult.   
 
 For many years Faubourg St. John residents had complained about the damage 
that horse racing was doing to the value of their properties.  The racing season, only 
three months long, cloaked the streets along the perimeter of the track in a fog of 
seediness, as the followers of racing took up temporary residents in wooden shacks.  
The residents wanted the track to move, and while this seemed only a dream, the resi-
dents did find a powerful ally in The New Orleans Item, one of two afternoon newspa-
pers serving the City. 
 
 In the Summer of 1922 a movement began that promoted the converting of Fair 
Grounds to a park.  The Item reported on the plan with blaring headlines – “Race 
Gamble Makes Big Area Idle, Ugly in Long Off-Season” and “Aristocrats Want Beauti-
fication Carried Out.”  With great drama the front page article began: 
 

 Thirteen blocks below Canal Street, two blocks from old aristocratic Es-
planade avenue there is a fence. 
 
 On one side of this fence beauty reigns supreme. Stately oaks, vast green 
lawns and cozy nooks, all the attributes of an ideal public park are found.  On 
the other, within a radius of two blocks, there is squalor, filth, laziness and a 
generally depressive atmosphere. 
 
 The fence is the dividing line between beauty and ugliness. It bounds the 
Fair Grounds, the home of the Business Men’s Racing Association’s (BMRA) 
race track that was supposed to bring beauty and prosperity to the city. 
 
 The track itself is exquisite in appearance, all in fact, that the BMRA 
claims, marred only by the mile of dirt, often mud, cutting through the wide ex-
panse of green, and by the grandstands rearing themselves strangely out of pro-
portion to the surrounding scenery, a mass of brick, concrete and stucco. The 
Business Men’s Racing Association has improved this property so much in fact 
that it is now most suitable for a park, a public park.  

 
 The newspaper article goes on to describe the area between Esplanade Avenue 

(Continued on page 13) 
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 [Parkview History] 

and Fair Grounds as being a slum.  
 

 Just around the corner, in either direction runs a line of wooden one 
story ‘cottages’ (so-called probably because they are not houses) shuttered and 
barred , closed for the summer, till racing comes again, bringing with it trainers, 
jockeys, stable boys, underlings of the stable and the rest of the riff-raff attendant 
on the sport of kings. Then, once again, will the cottages be opened, relied and 
made to pay for the taxes gone to waste during the other nine months of the 
year. 
 
 Vacant lots, mules and cattle peacefully grazing, tin sheds and hound 
dogs adorn the vicinity. On door steps, occasional ones sit barefoot ragged chil-
dren, scantily dressed women and lazy bedraggled males, waiting for the recom-
mencement of life – the opening of the track.  Then they will shine forth in splen-
dor once again.  They also will pay for their upkeep the remainder of the year by 
the profits gained in a scant three months.  Some will tout, others will sell rac-
ing charts, many will furnish rooms and all will coin money. 

 
 Photographs that accompanied the article showed squalid conditions.  The 
streets were unpaved and were deep with craters. The houses, dressed only in un-
painted weatherboard, had holes in their roofs and flimsy looking porches.   
 
 The article points out that the residents 
on Esplanade, identified here as “the one re-
spectable street in the vicinity” are universal 
in their support for ridding the neighborhood 
of Fair Grounds.  It was reasoned that if 
Audubon Park increased the value of homes 
on St. Charles (the uptown Esplanade Avenue, 
according to the article), turning Fair Grounds 
into a public park would have the same result.   
 
 And, to make matters clear, the resi-
dents of Esplanade weren’t interested in being 
influenced by the wealthy horse owners.  They 
didn’t even want those social climbers in their 
midst: 
 

 The staunch old barriers which have survived the centuries have still 
managed to repel the outsider, knocking at the social doors, seeking admittance 

(Continued from page 12) 

(Continued on page 14) 

 For sale signs in the 3000 block of 
DeSoto, where two homes and one condo are 
for sale, as of late May. 
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[Parkview History] 

to New Orleans society and premises. An air of dignity and aloofness from the 
sordid vicinity so near greet the stranger. 
 
 Residents in this neighborhood speak of the races with an apparent accent 
of distaste. All agree that the track would please them much better were it in 
Saratoga, Belmont Park, Lexington or some one of the other fashionable racing 
centers. 

 
 It wasn’t just the rich on Esplanade who were against Fair Grounds.  The mer-
chants were too.  One restaurateur interviewed said, “We starve nine months to live 
three. Change the order of things.” 
 
 Later that year Ernest St. Amant, a florist living at 3441 Esplanade Avenue, be-
gan a drive to petition the City Council (then a commission council) to extend 
neighborhood streets through the Fair Grounds property.  Mr. Amant’s reason was to 
give those living in the neighborhood that is now near DeSaix Blvd. easy access to Es-
planade Avenue. Regardless of the reason, the petition, if successful, would put Fair 
Grounds out of business.   
 
 Five streets could be extended through Fair Grounds. These were Mystery, En-
campment (now Lopez), Arcadia Court (Leda and Verna), Savage and Crete.  At the 
time of this controversy, in 1922, there was only a footpath through Fair Grounds. 
 
 In 1922 there was very little development between Fair Grounds and the Lake.  
Derby Place, the area immediately on the Lake side of the track, was planned as early 
as 1908, but the plan was slow in being developed and many empty areas remained.  
This area was cut off from Esplanade by a combination of St. Louis III cemetery, the 
Old Soldier’s Home (now the police district headquarters), and of course Fair 
Grounds.   
 
 Access to streetcars was crucial to any development in 1922.  The Esplanade 
Belt, which traveled in a continuous loop going in both directions, easily took riders 
from Faubourg St. John to the commercial area downtown. There was no line on the 
other side of Fair Grounds. The closest one was the Broad line, which did run to St. 
Bernard Avenue.  According to Mr. Amant, this would be a walk of one and a half 
miles for area residents. 
 
 Another concern of those living on the Lake side of Fair Grounds was access to 
emergency services.  James Fernon, President of the Seventh Ward Improvement Asso-
ciation, said “As matters now stand, a physician or fire engine to get into Gerson Ave-
nue (a street on the Lake side of the track) must make a detour of about 20 blocks, 

(Continued from page 13) 

(Continued on page 15) 
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 [Parkview History] 

whereas the distance would be less than 10 blocks with such a street accommodation as 
we are now asking for.” 
 
 Drainage was also a problem caused by Fair Grounds.  “Extending half-way be-
tween Marigny canal and Esplanade Avenue from Bayou St. John to Gentilly Avenue is 
a created formation dividing the drainage. There is no direct drainage at the Soldier’s 
Home, the home being dependent upon small canals dug to carry sewage to the 
Marigny canal.”  The poor drainage was exacerbated by the poor condition of the 
streets.  Many of the streets remained unpaved, despite their having been surveyed 
and ready for grading. 
 
 Eventually Fair Grounds management did become involved in the controversy, 
and through negotiation the neighborhood groups did back down on their wanting 
five streets running through Fair Grounds property.   It was decided by the neighbor-
hood group that one street would suffice, and that street would link Arcadia Court 
with what would eventually become DeSaix.  Mr. Fernon of the Seventh Ward Im-
provement Association said: 
 

 If there is any movement presently afoot to enforce the opening of five 
streets through the Fair Grounds, it is not officially sponsored by our association.  
It may be a good thing but our mail effort at this time is to connect Arcadia court 
with Gerson Avenue. 
 
 Some weeks ago, after going over the Fair Grounds property with Presi-
dent Dymond personally to point out our difficulties and the desired remedy Mr. 
Dymond assured me and a committee of our association that he would put an 
engineer to work on the matter. On November 7 we called Mr. Dymond to learn 
what progress he had made in that direction.  We understood he was in touch 
with his engineer. 
 
 We have acted temperately and in entire good faith with Mr. Dymond. 
We have told him very pointedly that we are asking for an accommodation of his 
assocation in the interest of expedition. We have not the least doubt that we can 
get the desired relief by expropriation proceedings over the long, litigious route. 
And what is presently of much more importance to the Racing Association that 
to us, we have the force to bring about a very abrupt opening of Crete street 
through the Fair Grounds race track oval. 

 
 Fair Grounds management disagreed strongly that the City or courts would get 
involved in the struggle.  The track’s president said, “I don’t believe the city council or 
any court would authorize the destruction of a property valued at $700,000. Our in-

(Continued from page 14) 
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[Parkview Events] 

June 11-12 
7:00 PM 

International Arts Festival 
City Park Marconi Meadows 
World beat and Caribbean music and cul-
ture.  www.internationalartsfestival.com 

 

Thursday 
June 23 
6:00 PM 

Symphony Chorus Chamber Ensemble 
City Park Botanical Gardens 
Chamber group plays songs by Stephen 
Sondheim 

 

Saturday 
June 25 
10:00 AM- 4:00 

Mid-City Art Market 
Monthly event moves to its new location in 
City Park, near the tennis courts.  

 

PARKVIEW CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

come for the year should amount to at 
least $750,000 more, so that we are rep-
resentative of $1,500,000. These amounts 
are taxable both by federal laws and city 
laws.” 
 In the very end, the civic associa-
tions accepted that the Fair Grounds 
was not going to shut down, that a park 
would not be developed where the track 
once stood, and that neighborhood 
streets would not cut through the track.  
Instead, neighborhood leaders figured 
that time was on their side, and that 
“stoppages to the Seventh Ward’s pro-
gress would be removed by logical proc-
ess in due time.” 
 
 Within three years much would change in Faubourg St. John. In 1925 Holy Ro-
sary would build its magnificent domed church on Esplanade. McDonogh 28 would 
move from its decaying wooden building at Mystery and Grand Route St. John to a 
new building at N. White and Esplanade in 1925.  Across the Bayou in 1926 the homes 
of Parkview could be seen being built. 
 
 And in 1924 Fair Grounds gave its own gift to the City of New Orleans in the 
form of Black Gold, who became the first horse to ever win both the Louisiana and 

(Continued from page 15) 


